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Executive summary
The City of Newcastle (CN) undertakes a community survey on a quarterly (every three
months) basis to better understand key issues, community needs and priorities regarding the
services and facilities provided by the City.
The August 2018 spring edition of the survey is the inaugural survey in this new program. A
total of 810 people took part in the August 2018 survey.
Results
Satisfaction with beaches, ocean baths and inland pools
A series of eight questions regarding beaches, ocean baths and inland pools were
presented to respondents for rating on satisfaction. Principal observations include:
 The items with the highest level of satisfaction were cleanliness of beaches and
beach facilities including sand grooming (65% either satisfied or very satisfied) and
beach access ways to beaches and beach facilities (62% either satisfied or very
satisfied)
 The item with the lowest level of satisfaction was condition of ocean baths and
facilities (41% satisfied or very satisfied).

Cleanliness of beaches/ocean baths and best beach access
Participants were asked their views on which Newcastle beach/ocean bath is the cleanest
and has the best beach access ways. Principal observations include:
 The beach nominated by the highest proportion of respondents as being the
cleanest was Nobbys Beach (15%)
 The beach nominated by the fewest participants as being the cleanest was
Stockton Beach (2%). Stockton Beach was also nominated by the smallest
proportion of participants as having the best beach access ways (4%)
 The beach nominated by the highest proportion of participants as having the best
access ways was Nobbys Beach (22%) followed by Bar Beach (19%)
 A much higher proportion of participants felt that Merewether Ocean Baths (46%)
is the cleanest in Newcastle compared with 12 per cent nominating Newcastle
Ocean Baths.

Satisfaction with footpaths, streets, heritage and green infrastructure
A series of four questions regarding footpaths, streets, heritage and green infrastructure
were presented to respondents for rating on satisfaction. Principal observations include:
 The only item presented to respondents that received a mean score above the
neutral point of 3.0 out of 5 was cleanliness of streets and public areas (mean score
of 3.2; 51% either satisfied or very satisfied). This indicates that, on balance, survey
participants were dissatisfied with the other items
 The item with the lowest level of satisfaction was the condition of footpaths (51%
either dissatisfied or very dissatisfied).
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Satisfaction with public parks and playgrounds
A series of six questions regarding public parks and playgrounds were presented to
respondents for rating on satisfaction. Principal observations include:
 All of the items presented to participants received a mean score above the neutral
point of 3.0 out of 5, indicating that, on balance, participants were satisfied with them
 The two items with the highest levels of satisfaction were maintenance of public
parks (70% either satisfied or very satisfied) and cleanliness of public parks (74%
either satisfied or vary satisfied)
 The item with the lowest level of satisfaction was shade provided in parks and
playgrounds (41% either satisfied or very satisfied).

Areas of Blackbutt reserve most liked
Participants who had visited Blackbutt Reserve in the previous two years were asked to rank
the areas or facilities they liked the most about it. Principal observations include:
 The areas/facilities ranked the highest by survey participants were animal exhibits
(30% ranked number 1), natural areas (23% ranked number 1) and bushwalking
trails (19 % ranked number 1).

Use of Bathers Way
Participants were asked about how they used Bathers Way. Principal observations include:
 More than eight in ten (84%) of participants had used Bathers Way
 The two most common ways respondents use Bathers Way is as a
social/recreational activity (43%) and as an exercise facility (34%)
 The majority of survey participants (87%) felt that the upgraded coastal facilities have
enhanced our beaches and coastal areas.

Opinions on cycling in Newcastle
Views were canvassed on level of agreement on a range of questions regarding cycling and
cycleways in Newcastle. Principal observations include:
 More than half of survey participants (55%) had either never cycled in Newcastle or
not cycled in Newcastle in the previous year. Just over one-quarter (26%) had
cycled within the past week
 Just over half of those who had cycled within the past year (51%) indicated that they
mainly cycled for recreation/exercise
 I don't own a bike (30%) was the reason given for not cycling by the highest
proportion of those who don't ride a bike
 Cycling facilities are well maintained was the statement that had the highest level of
agreement. However, the mean score of 3.0 is right on the neutral point indicating
that, on balance, participants neither agreed nor disagreed with it
 The statements with the lowest level of agreement were cycle routes are well
connected (46% either disagreed or strongly disagreed) and drivers are courteous
towards cyclists (54% either disagreed or strongly disagreed).
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Opinions on bin infrastructure in Newcastle
Respondents were asked to answer a series of questions regarding bins in Newcastle.
Principal observations include:
 Similar proportions of participants were satisfied (34% either very satisfied or
satisfied) as were dissatisfied (36% either very dissatisfied or dissatisfied) with
existing bins at beaches, parks and streets. This is reflected in the mean score of 2.9
out of 5, just below the neutral point
 Proposed improvements that participants ranked the highest were more bin locations
(29% ranked number 1), more recycling bins (26% ranked number 1) and more
education and engagement to improve littering behaviour (19% ranked number 1)
 Participants were presented with two options for potential bin signage and asked to
state which would be their preference. The results indicate that there was a
preference for highly visible signage on the bin to make it stand out from the
landscape or streetscape (55%)
 Participants were asked to indicate if colour coded red and yellow signs on public
bins would be enough information for them to know what item goes in what bin.
Approximately eight in ten (82%) of participants felt that colour coded bins would be
enough information for them
 Participants were also asked their preference between two options for where bins are
located. There was a preference for bins to be located along pathways (55%) rather
than as part of the scenery (45%)
 Respondents were asked their level of satisfaction with opportunities to dispose of
household chemicals and hazardous wastes (e.g. light globes, paints, mobile
phones, batteries etc.). Responses were polarised, with 35 per cent satisfied (very
satisfied or satisfied) and 33 per cent dissatisfied (very dissatisfied or dissatisfied)
with the disposal opportunities available. This is reflected in the mean score of 3.0,
just on the neutral point
 Participants were asked if they had used the community recycling centre (CRC) at
Summerhill and/or one of the community recycling stations (CRS) located at selected
City libraries and buildings. Just over half (54%) of participants had used one or both
of these
 Those survey respondents who stated that they had used and the CRC and/or a
CRS (n=457) were asked their level of satisfaction with three aspects of these
services. All of the statements received a mean score above the neutral point of 3.0
indicating that, on balance, survey participants agreed with them. The statement with
the lowest level of agreement was they are conveniently located (24% either
disagreed or strongly disagreed)
 Respondents who stated that they had not used the CRC and/or a CRS were asked
why they hadn't. Relatively similar proportions of respondents identified I've never
heard of them (29%), I don't know where they are located (29%) and I don't have any
household chemical or hazardous waste (31%) as the reasons why they had not
used the CRC and/or CRS.
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1 Introduction
The City of Newcastle (CN) undertakes a community survey on a quarterly (every three
months) basis to better understand key issues, community needs and priorities regarding the
services and facilities provided by the City.
The August 2018 spring edition of the survey is the inaugural survey in this new program.

2 Methodology
2.1 Data collection
The online survey was available to be undertaken from Monday 27 August to Monday 10
September 2018, inclusive.
In total, 810 participants took part in the survey.

2.2 Survey promotion
The survey was widely promoted through social and traditional media channels. Members of
the City's community reference panel Newcastle Voice were also sent email invitations to
take part in the survey.

2.3 Data handling
Data handling and analysis was carried out using the City's online survey software. All
responses are de-identified to ensure the anonymity of respondents, and open-ended
responses are edited only for grammar. If more than 100 open ended responses are
submitted they are coded by like theme. Please refer to Appendix II Verbatim Commentsfor
verbatim responses.

2.4 Data weighting
The sampling process outlined herein is a self-selecting sample, which is a non-probability
sampling technique. While this approach is more cost and time effective than a probability
sampling (e.g. random sampling), there is likely to be a degree of self-selection bias in the
results. This is especially true among broad community respondents who may choose to
complete the survey because they have strong views on the topic one way or the other.
Similarly, using a self-selection sampling technique may limit the representativeness of the
sample. To help overcome this, the data has been weighted post-collection to reflect the
distribution across the wards of the population (25% each ward).

2.5 How to read this report
2.5.1 Assessment scales
In the report and tables that follow a number of conventions have been established for the
purpose of presenting the survey results.
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In the survey respondents were presented with a five-point scale for the assessment of:



Satisfaction with a series of facilities/services
Agreement with statements regarding cycleways.

The scales were constructed as follows:
Table 1: Construction of scales

AGREEMENT

SATISFACTION

1=Strongly disagree
1=Very dissatisfied
2=Disagree
2=Dissatisfied
3=Neither agree nor disagree
3=Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied
4=Agree
4=Satisfied
5=Strongly agree
5=Very satisfied
Respondents could provide a response of don't know/NA if they could not rate an statement

A neither score of 3 out of 5 suggests a neutral opinion, i.e. no strong feelings either way.

2.5.2 Mean scores
The numeric values from the scales (1 to 5) were converted to an overall average (mean)
score. This scale is calculated only for those who responded using the 1 to 5 scale - it does
not include non-scale responses. An example of the calculation of a satisfaction score
follows. All scales outlined above follow the same method for calculating mean scores.
Table 2: Mean score calculation

Response
Scale

Number of
responses

1=very dissatisfied
2=dissatisfied
3=neither
4=satisfied
5=very satisfied

30
60
80
170
80

Don't know/NA

80

Total

500

Response scale x
number of
responses
1x30
2x60
3x80
4x170
5x80
Not included in
calculation
1,470

Score

The score is calculated
by dividing 1,470 by
the number of
responses uses (420 in
this case): 1,470/420
Score = 3.5

To obtain a score of 5.0 ALL respondents who gave them a rating would have to have
answered '5', i.e. answered strongly agree, very satisfied etc. as applicable. Therefore, a
higher rating represents a relatively more favourable response.
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2.5.3 Interpretation
In interpreting the scores, it should be remembered that:



The higher the score, the higher the level of agreement, satisfaction etc.
A satisfaction score of greater than 3 indicates that, on balance, residents were
satisfied (the same interpretation applies to the agreement scale).

When interpreting the results, the distribution of ratings and the score need to be considered
together not individually. For example, ratings which are evenly spread over the 1 to 5 scale
may yield the same mean score as those which are relatively polarised at either end of the
scale. The policy implications for these contrasting distributions are very different, despite
the fact that they received the same score.
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3 Survey findings
3.1 Satisfaction ratings
3.1.1 Beaches, ocean baths and inland pools
Respondents were asked to their level of satisfaction with various aspects of the City's
beaches, ocean baths and inland pools.
Table 3: Satisfaction ratings; beaches and ocean baths

Item

Very
satisfied

Cleanliness of beaches
and beach facilities
including sand
grooming
Beach access ways to
beaches and beach
facilities
Cleanliness of ocean
baths and facilities
Activities available at
inland pools
Amenities and change
rooms available at
inland pools
Restoration of beach
dune areas
Availability of shaded
areas, picnic facilities
and seating at inland
pools
Condition of ocean
baths and facilities

Satisfied

Neither

Dissatisfied

Very
dissatisfied

Don't
know/
NA

Mean
score

13%

52%

14%

8%

2%

11%

3.7

12%

50%

16%

10%

4%

9%

3.6

9%

39%

19%

11%

3%

19%

3.5

4%

24%

21%

6%

1%

44%

3.4

3%

28%

18%

9%

2%

41%

3.4

7%

34%

21%

10%

6%

22%

3.3

5%

27%

16%

12%

2%

38%

3.3

6%

35%

18%

19%

5%

19%

3.2

The results shown in Table 3 indicate that:






All items received a mean score over the neutral point of 3.0 out of a possible 5,
indicating that, on balance, participants were satisfied with them
The items with the highest level of satisfaction were cleanliness of beaches and
beach facilities including sand grooming (65% either satisfied or very satisfied) and
beach access ways to beaches and beach facilities (62% either satisfied or very
satisfied)
The item with the lowest level of satisfaction was condition of ocean baths and
facilities (41% satisfied or very satisfied)
More than four in ten respondents could not provide a response (i.e. answered don't
know) when asked to rate their satisfaction with activities available at inland pools
(44%) and amenities and change rooms available at inland pools (41%).
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Participants were asked which beach in Newcastle they felt was the cleanest. The results
shown in Figure 1 indicate that:
 A relatively high proportion of survey participants (42%) could not provide a
response (i.e. answered don't know)
 The beach nominated by the highest proportion of respondents as being the
cleanest was Nobbys Beach (15%)
 The beach nominated by the fewest participants as being the cleanest was
Stockton Beach (2%).

Figure 1: Which beach in Newcastle is the cleanest

Participants were asked which beach in Newcastle has the best beach access ways. The
results shown in Figure 2 indicate that:
 The beach nominated by the highest proportion of participants as having the best
access ways was Nobbys Beach (22%) followed by Bar Beach (19%)
 The beach nominated by the fewest respondents as having the best access ways
was Stockton Beach (4%).
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Figure 2: Which beach in Newcastle has the best beach access ways

Participants were asked which ocean bath in Newcastle they felt was the best
maintained/cleanest. The results shown in Figure 3 indicate that:
 A relatively high proportion of respondents (42%) could not provide a response
(i.e. answered don't know)
 A much higher proportion of participants felt that Merewether Ocean Baths (46%)
is the cleanest in Newcastle compared with 12 per cent nominating Newcastle
Ocean Baths.

Figure 3: Which Newcastle ocean bath is the cleanest
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3.1.2 Footpaths, streets, heritage and green infrastructure
Respondents were asked to their level of satisfaction with various aspects of the City's
footpaths streets, heritage and green infrastructure.
Table 4: Satisfaction with footpaths, streets, heritage and green infrastructure
Very
satisfied

Items
Cleanliness of
streets and public
areas
Delivery and
maintenance of
green infrastructure
including street
trees
The quality of
heritage
conservation in
supporting
Newcastle's identity
Condition of
footpaths

Don't
know/NA

Mean
score

7%

0%

3.2

25%

17%

3%

2.9

24%

22%

17%

6%

2.8

22%

33%

18%

1%

2.6

Satisfied

Neither

Dissatisfied

4%

47%

22%

19%

4%

35%

16%

5%

27%

3%

24%

Very
dissatisfied

The results shown in Table 4 indicate that:




The only item presented to respondents that received a mean score above the
neutral point of 3.0 out of 5 was cleanliness of streets and public areas (mean score
of 3.2; 51% either satisfied or very satisfied). This indicates that, on balance, survey
participants were dissatisfied with the other items
The item with the lowest level of satisfaction was the condition of footpaths (51%
either dissatisfied or very dissatisfied).

3.1.3 Parks and playgrounds
Respondents were asked to their level of satisfaction with various aspects of the City's parks
and playgrounds.
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Table 5: Satisfaction with parks and playgrounds

Item
Maintenance of
public parks
Cleanliness of
public parks
How presentable
and inviting
playgrounds are
The playground
equipment
available
Condition of
sports grounds
and facilities
Shade provided
in parks and
playgrounds

Very
satisfied

Satisfied

Neither
satisfied or
dissatisfied

Dissatisfied

Very
dissatisfied

Don't
know/NA

Mean
score

10%

60%

16%

8%

4%

2%

3.7

9%

65%

15%

7%

2%

2%

3.7

8%

41%

22%

10%

3%

16%

3.5

8%

40%

18%

13%

3%

18%

3.5

6%

38%

23%

9%

2%

21%

3.5

5%

36%

21%

25%

6%

7%

3.1

The results shown in Table 5 indicate that:





All of the items presented to participants received a mean score above the neutral
point of 3.0 out of 5, indicating that, on balance, participants were satisfied with them
The two items with the highest levels of satisfaction were maintenance of public
parks (70% either satisfied or very satisfied) and cleanliness of public parks (74%
either satisfied or vary satisfied)
The item with the lowest level of satisfaction was shade provided in parks and
playgrounds (41% either satisfied or very satisfied).

3.2 Blackbutt Reserve
A series of questions were asked to ascertain visitation at Blackbutt Reserve as well as the
identification of what areas or facilities at Blackbutt participants like best.
As shown in Figure 4 just over six in ten (63%) survey participants had visited Blackbutt in
the last two years.
Figure 4: Visited Blackbutt Reserve in previous two years
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Those participants who indicated that they had visited Blackbutt in the previous two years
(n=538) were presented with a series of nine areas/facilities at the Reserve and asked to
rank the three they liked the most.

Figure 5: Which Blackbutt area/facilities liked the most - ranking

Animal exhibits

30%

Natural areas

14%

23%

Bushwalking trails

17%

19%

Picnic Facilities

14%

22%

13%

13%

20%

13%
22%
Rank 1

Playground Carnley Avenue
Playground - Richley Reserve

7%
5%

13%
7%

7%

Rank 2

8%

Rank 3

Animal feeding and talk
Blackbutt Kiosk
Reptile enclosures
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

Principal observations from Figure 5 indicate that:


The areas/facilities ranked the highest by survey participants were animal exhibits
(30% ranked number 1), natural areas (23% ranked number 1) and bushwalking
trails (19 % ranked number 1).

3.3 Bathers Way
Survey respondents were asked questions regarding their use of Bathers Way.
Firstly, they were asked if they had ever used Bathers Way. As shown in Figure 6, more
than eight in ten (84%) of participants had used Bathers Way.
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Figure 6: Ever used Bathers Way

Those participants who stated that they had used Bathers Way (n=718) were subsequently
asked how they mostly use it.
Figure 7: How mostly use Bathers Way

Principle observations from Figure 7 indicate that:
 The two most common ways respondents use Bathers Way is
social/recreational activity (43%) and as an exercise facility (34%).

as

a

A total of 23 people provided an 'other' use for Bathers Way. These are provided in
Appendix II Verbatim Comments.

The results in Figure 8 show that the majority of survey participants (87%) felt that the
upgraded coastal facilities have enhanced our beaches and coastal areas.
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Figure 8: Have upgraded coastal facilities enhanced beaches and coastal areas

3.4 Cycling in Newcastle
Participants were asked a series of questions regarding cycling in Newcastle. Firstly, they
were asked when they had last ridden a bike in the Newcastle LGA.
The results in Figure 9 indicate that more than half of survey participants (55%) had either
never cycled in Newcastle or not cycled in Newcastle in the previous year. Just over onequarter (26%) had cycled within the past week.
Figure 9: When did you last ride a bike in Newcastle

Those participants who stated that they had cycled within the past year (n=389), were asked
the main reason they cycled. As shown in Figure 10, just over half of these (51%) indicated
that they mainly cycled for recreation/exercise.
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Figure 10: Why do you mainly cycle

Participants who indicated that they had not cycled in Newcastle for more than a year or had
never cycled in Newcastle (n=463) were asked why.
Figure 11: Why don't you cycle in Newcastle

The results shown in Figure 11 indicate that:
 The main reason those who do not cycle identified was because I don't own a bike
(30%).
A total of 81 participants provided an 'other' response. These responses are provided in
Appendix II Verbatim Comments.
All survey respondents were then asked how strongly they agreed or disagreed with a series
of statements regarding cycling in Newcastle LGA.
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Table 6: Level of agreement with statements about cycling in Newcastle

Statement
Cycling facilities are
well maintained
There is clear
signage indicating
cycle routes and
major destinations
Cyclists and
pedestrians are
courteous towards
each other on
shared paths
All levels of cyclists
are able to use the
cycleways including
experienced
commuters,
recreational riders
and people less
confident on a bike
There is enough
public bike parking
Newcastle LGA is a
cycle friendly area
Cycle routes are well
connected
Drivers are
courteous towards
cyclists

Strongly
agree

Agree

Neither
agree nor
disagree

Disagree

Strongly
disagree

Don't
know/NA

Mean
score

2%

26%

27%

18%

8%

19%

3.0

2%

27%

23%

22%

8%

19%

2.9

3%

27%

25%

26%

10%

10%

2.9

3%

25%

19%

22%

13%

18%

2.8

3%

17%

21%

25%

9%

25%

2.7

2%

20%

21%

30%

14%

14%

2.6

1%

14%

19%

26%

20%

19%

2.4

1%

12%

23%

29%

25%

10%

2.3

The results in Table 6 indicate that:
 All statements with the exception of cycling facilities are well maintained received a
mean score below the neutral point of 3.0 out of 5, indicating that, on balance,
respondents disagreed with the statements presented
 Cycling facilities are well maintained was the statement that had the highest level of
agreement. However, the mean score of 3.0 is right on the neutral point indicating
that, on balance, participants neither agreed nor disagreed with the statement
 The statements with the lowest level of agreement were cycle routes are well
connected (46% either disagreed or strongly disagreed) and drivers are courteous
towards cyclists (54% either disagreed or strongly disagreed).

3.5 Bin infrastructure across Newcastle
Survey respondents were asked a series of questions regarding bins across Newcastle.
Firstly, participants were asked their level of satisfaction with existing bins at beaches, parks
and streets.
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As shown in Figure 12, similar proportions of participants were satisfied (34% either very
satisfied or satisfied) as were dissatisfied (36% either very dissatisfied or dissatisfied) with
the existing bins. This is reflected in the mean score of 2.9 out of 5, just below the neutral
point.

Figure 12: Level of satisfaction with bins in Newcastle

Participants were then provided with a list of five proposed improvements for bins and asked
to rank the three they felt were most important.
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Figure 13: Three most important improvements for bins in Newcastle - ranked

More bin locations

29%

More recycling bins

25%

26%

19%

28%

16%

Rank 1

More education and engagement to improve
littering behaviour

19%

17%

26%

Rank 2
Rank 3

More fines and enforcement for people caught
littering

15%

More litter pickups instead of more bins

11%

0%

16%

14%

20%

20%

10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%

Principal observations from Figure 13 are:


The proposed improvements that participants ranked the highest were more bin
locations (29% ranked number 1), more recycling bins (26% ranked number 1) and
more education and engagement to improve littering behaviour (19% ranked number
1).

Participants were then presented with two options for potential bin signage and asked to
state which would be their preference. The results shown in Figure 14 indicate that there
was a preference for highly visible signage on the bin to make it stand out from the
landscape or streetscape (55%).
Figure 14: Bin signage preference

Participants were asked to indicate if colour coded red and yellow signs on public bins would
be enough information for them to know what item goes in what bin. As shown in Figure 15,
approximately eight in ten (82%) of participants felt that colour coded bins would be enough
information for them.
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Figure 15: Colour coded bins enough to identify how to use

Participants were also asked their preference between two options for where bins are
located. As shown in Figure 16, there was a preference for bins to be located along
pathways (55%) rather than as part of the scenery (45%).

Figure 16: Preference for bin locations

Respondents were then asked their level of satisfaction with opportunities to dispose of
household chemicals and hazardous wastes (e.g. light globes, paints, mobile phones,
batteries etc.). As shown in Figure 17, responses were polarised, with 35 per cent satisfied
(very satisfied or satisfied) and 33 per cent dissatisfied (very dissatisfied or dissatisfied) with
the disposal opportunities available. This is reflected in the mean score of 3.0, just on the
neutral point.
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Figure 17: Satisfaction with opportunities to dispose of hazardous wastes and chemicals

Participants were asked if they had used the community recycling centre (CRC) at
Summerhill and/or one of the community recycling stations (CRS) located at selected City
libraries and buildings. As shown in Figure 18, just over half (54%) of participants had used
one or both of these.

Figure 18: Usage of community recycling centre and/or community recycling stations

Those survey respondents who stated that they had used and the CRC and/or a CRS
(n=457) were asked their level of satisfaction with three aspects of these services.
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Table 7: Satisfaction with aspects of CRC and CRS

Statement
They are easy to
use
I know what items
are accepted
They are
conveniently
located

Strongly
agree

Agree

Neither
agree
nor
disagree

Disagree

Strongly
disagree

Don't
know

Mean
score

10%

52%

26%

7%

1%

5%

3.6

9%

51%

21%

12%

2%

5%

3.6

7%

34%

32%

20%

4%

4%

3.2

Principal observations from Table 7 are:



All of the statements received a mean score above the neutral point of 3.0 indicating
that, on balance, survey participants agreed with them
The statement with the lowest level of agreement was they are conveniently located
(24% either disagreed or strongly disagreed).

Respondents who stated that they had not used the CRC and/or a CRS were asked why
they hadn't. They could nominate all options presented that applied to them; they also had
the ability to provide their own response. Therefore, the proportions do not add to 100 per
cent.
Figure 19: Why not used CRC and/or CRS
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Principal observations from Figure 19 are:


Relatively similar proportions of respondents identified I've never heard of them
(29%), I don't know where they are located (29%) and I don't have any household
chemical or hazardous waste (31%) as the reasons why they had not used the CRC
and/or CRS.

A total of 29 'other' options were provided, these are provided in Appendix II Verbatim
Comments.

3.6 Demographics
The tables below show the demographic breakdown of the survey sample.

Figure 20: Gender
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Figure 21: Age range
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Figure 22: Ward

50%

45%

45%
40%
35%
30%
24%

25%

20%

20%
15%

10%

10%
5%

1%

0%
Ward 1

Ward 2

Ward 3

Ward 4

Other

*Note, data was weighted so that each ward's results are equally represented (25% per ward).
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Appendix I Questionnaire
Introduction
Welcome to Newcastle Council's Community survey program. We go out to the community with a
unique survey every three months to seek feedback on a range of Council initiatives, facilities and
services. The results from this survey will help inform Council decision making now and in the future.
The survey will take approximately 10 minutes to complete.
Satisfaction with beach facilities
Could you please tell us how satisfied or dissatisfied you are with the following?
# Cleanliness of beaches and beach facilities including sand grooming
# Beach access ways to beaches and beach facilities
# Cleanliness of ocean baths and facilities
# Condition of ocean baths and facilities
# Restoration of beach dune areas
# Activities available at inland pools
# Availability of shaded areas, picnic facilities and seating at inland pools
# Amenities and change rooms available at inland pools
Very satisfied
Satisfied
Neither satisfied or dissatisfied
Dissatisfied
Very dissatisfied
Don't know/Not Applicable

Satisfaction with footpaths, streets, heritage, green infrastructure
Could you please tell us how satisfied or dissatisfied you are with the following?
# Condition of footpaths
# Cleanliness of streets and public areas
# The quality of heritage conservation in supporting Newcastle's identity
# Delivery and maintenance of green infrastructure including street trees
Very satisfied
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Satisfied
Neither satisfied or dissatisfied
Dissatisfied
Very dissatisfied
Don't know/not applicable

Satisfaction with parks and playgrounds
Could you please tell us how satisfied or dissatisfied you are with the following?
# Cleanliness of public parks
# Maintenance of public parks
# The playground equipment available
# How presentable and inviting playgrounds are
# Shade provided in parks and playgrounds
# Condition of sports grounds and facilities
Very satisfied
Satisfied
Neither satisfied or dissatisfied
Dissatisfied
Very dissatisfied
Don't know/Not applicable

Which beach in Newcastle do you think is the cleanest? Please select one
# Stockton Beach
# Bar Beach
# Nobbys Beach
# Newcastle Beach
# Merewether Beach
# Dixon Park Beach
# Don't know
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Which beach in Newcastle has the best beach access ways? Please select one
# Stockton Beach
# Bar Beach
# Nobbys Beach
# Newcastle Beach
# Merewether Beach
# Dixon Park Beach
# Don't know

Which Ocean Bath do you think best maintained/cleanest? Please select one
# Newcastle Ocean Baths
# Merewether Ocean Baths
# Don't know

Have you visited Blackbutt Reserve in the last two years?
Yes
No
Don't know

If had visited Blackbutt
Can you please identify which three of the following areas or facilities you like most about Blackbutt
Reserve?
Number of Ranks: 3
# Natural areas
# Bushwalking trails
# Animal exhibits
# Animal feeding and talk
# Reptile enclosures
# Playground - Richley Reserve
# Playground Carnley Avenue
# Picnic Facilities
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# Blackbutt Kiosk
# Don't know

Have you used Bathers Way which links Newcastle's beaches from Merewether Ocean Baths to
Nobbys Beach and includes Newcastle Memorial Walk?
Yes
No
Don't know

If had used Bathers Way
How do you mostly use Bathers Way?
# An exercise facility
# A coastal lookout
# A way to commute
# A social/recreational activity
# Other (please specify)

Did you know that Bathers Way is a Council initiative?
Yes
No

Do you think the upgraded coastal facilities have enhanced our beaches and coastal areas?
Yes
No
Don't know

When did you last ride a bike in Newcastle LGA?
In the last week
In the last month
More than a month ago
More than a year ago
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Never

If had cycled in the last year
Do you cycle mainly for.....
# Transport/commuting
# Recreation/exercise
# Both equally

Please indicate to extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements about cycling in
the Newcastle LGA.
# Newcastle LGA is a cycle friendly area
# Cycling facilities are well maintained
# There is enough public bike parking
# Cycle routes are well connected
# There is clear signage indicating cycle routes and major destinations
# All levels of cyclists are able to use the cycleways including experienced commuters, recreational
riders and people less confident on a bike
# Drivers are courteous towards cyclists
# Cyclists and pedestrians are courteous towards each other on shared paths
Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree
Don't know/Not applicable

If had not cycled in Newcastle in the past year
Can you please tell us the main reason you don't cycle in Newcastle?
# I don't own a bike
# I feel unsafe
# There aren't cycleways where I want to go
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# Not physically able to cycle
# Other (please specify)

Council is currently in the process of reviewing refuse bin infrastructure across Newcastle. How
satisfied are you with existing bins at beaches, parks and streets?
Very satisfied
Satisfied
Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied
Dissatisfied
Very dissatisfied
Don't know

From the following options, please rank the three most important improvements you'd like to see for
bins at beaches, parks and on streets.
Number of Ranks: 3
# More education and engagement to improve littering behaviour
# More fines and enforcement for people caught littering
# More recycling bins
# More bin locations
# More litter pickups instead of more bins

Of the two options below, please indicate which kind of signage you would prefer on bins at beaches,
parks and on streets.
# Highly visible signage on the bin to make it stand out from the landscape or streetscape
# Minimal standard signage on the bin, so it blends with the landscape or streetscape

Are colour coded red and yellow signs on public bins enough information to know what item goes in
what bin?
Yes - I will do what I do at home
No - I'm unsure what items go in which bin

Of the two options below, please indicate your preference for where bins are located at beaches,
parks and on streets.
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Where bins can be seen from all locations and will stand out in a landscape, including next to picnic
tables or as part of the scenery
Along pathways as I walk back to my car, bicycle or home. I don’t want to sit next to a bin or see them
as part of the scenery

How satisfied are you with the opportunities to dispose of household chemicals and hazardous
wastes (e.g. light globes, paints, mobile phones, batteries etc.)?
Very Satisfied
Satisfied
Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied
Dissatisfied
Very dissatisfied
Don't know

Have you used Council's Community Recycling Centre (CRC) based at Summerhill, and/or one of the
Community Recycling stations (CRS) located at selected Council libraries and buildings?
Yes
No
Don't know

If had used CRC and/or CRS
Please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements about the
CRC and CRS.
# They are easy to use
# I know what items are accepted
# They are conveniently located
Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree
Don't know
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If had not used CRC and/or CRS
Can you tell us why you haven't used the CRC and/or CRS? Select all that apply
# I’ve never heard of them
# I don’t know where they are located
# I don’t have any household chemical or hazardous waste
# I don’t know what items are accepted
# They are not convenient to use
# Other, please specify

What is your gender?
Male
Female
Transgender/Intersex/Other

What is your age?
16-19
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
55-59
60-64
65-69
70-74
75+
Where do you live?
Newcastle
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Hunter
NSW
Other

If live in Newcastle
Which of the four Newcastle LGA wards do you live in?
Ward 1: Carrington, Cooks Hill, ,Bar Beach, Fern Bay, Islington, Kooragang, Maryville, Mayfield,
Mayfield East, Mayfield West, Newcastle, Newcastle East, Newcastle West, Stockton, The Hill, Tighes
Hill, Warabrook, Wickham
Ward 2: Adamstown, Adamstown Heights, Broadmeadow, Hamilton, Hamilton East, Hamilton North,
Hamilton South, Merewether, Merewether Heights, The Junction
Ward 3: Georgetown, Jesmond, Kotara, Lambton, New Lambton, New Lambton Heights, North
Lambton, Waratah, Waratah West
Ward 4: Beresfield, Birmingham Gardens, Blackhill, Lenaghan, Callaghan, Elermore Vale, Fletcher,
Hexham, Maryland, Minmi, Rankin Park, Sandgate, Shortland, Tarro, Wallsend
Other
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Appendix II Verbatim Comments
All verbatim responses are provided in Table 8, Table 9 and Table 10. Responses have not
been edited in any way with the exception of profanities or naming of individuals (either
Council staff or members of the public).

Table 8: Use Bathers Way mostly as - open ended responses

Use Bathers Way mostly as - Other (please specify)
Its ugly concrete. I walk across it.
I've been there only once. It was a waste of money
only used once to see what it was like
Showing visitors the best in Newcastle
Walking
all of the above
No dogs is ridiculous!
Show visitors
To show off to visitors
All of the above
Bicycle commute
Take out of town friends relatives
Biking, but need infrastructure to support bikes.
I use it for all of the above
an ocean walk
To get the Newcastle Ocean Baths
Show off Newcastle to guests staying with me
To exercise and check surf. It's great!
Part of a walk/community program with students.
Take visitors to Newcastle there
Show overseas visitors
ride my pushbike
Educational Resource (Classroom)
Table 9: Why don't cycle in Newcastle - open ended responses

Why no cycle - Other (please specify)
Still have to ride on road to access bike paths. Feel unsafe due to car drivers.
Absurd NSW helmet laws
I have to ride on the road to get to cycle paths. As I only learnt to ride three years ago, at 61, I don’t
feel confident enough to go on roads. I would love to be able to ride on footpaths.
Prefer Lake Macquarie
Don’t like riding a bike
Routes are disconnected and it is unsafe for me to ride from home to work, which is what I want to do.
Been sick
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I have no interest in doing so.
Not interested
Visual disability
Getting to old
I am a senior and I have some physical difficulties which change on a daily basis because of the
disease, however, when I feel well enough to get on my bike, there really isn't any cycleways where I
can ride to my local shopping centre or just even do a loop of where I live due to busy roadways.
Live in a better place (Lake Mac)
Just not a thing I do for recreation and would be useless to me to conduct business or get shopping
etc...
too old
Too old
I catch buses. Much more safer.
too many road & light rail works on my chosen route at present
Newcastle is too hilly.
I am not comfortable sharing roads with cars
I didn't feel safe riding so I sold my bike
Cars and bikes should not share roads, and neither should bikes and pedestrians, and until this
occurs it is far too dangerous to contemplate.
Disabled
Sports activities with children & time poor
My bike is in my storage unit and I live in the CBD so walk most places.
I like walking
I don't visit Newcastle any more
Don't have a bike
I don't like cycling
I don't live close enough
No longer have time for recreational cycling
would like to use adult trikes.
lost interest got lazy
Helmet Laws
Haven't ridden for 40 years and would need somewhere really quiet and safe to try to start again.
Moved to the top of a steep hill!
Need bike lane from lookout road down Carnley Ave
Do not live in Newcastle area
too busy, need 500kg of tools for work so drive a commercial vehicle.
Don’t go in there
senior citizen
There isn't clear definition of bike lanes within the city, so many cyclists & drivers argue over the
correct use of cyclists on the road. When cycle only lanes, traffic lights and signs are erected I will
consider riding a bike. Take note of London's highly developed bicycle traffic operation.
Bad leg
In do own a bike
Too old to peddle one !!!
Walk most days
Not ridden bike since 2010 due to "crook" hip. After replacement in 2014 advised by doctor not to ride
again. Am aged 87.
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I own a bike but live on the boundary of the LGA and I haven't used my bike in some time.
lifestyle
don't live in Newcastle CBD
Don't have a lot of time available for cycling
don't like cycling
Too old now
time
It’s not always convenient to cycle where I need to go. There some routes I would never cycle along
due to traffic mix with 4WD and tradie vehicles worst offenders; some of these routes are at certain
times clearly unsafe and cycle unfriendly.
time limits at the moment, & I would really like to see helmet free areas on cycleways
Not particularly interested in cycling...car is my mode of transport
Don’t feel like it
Don’t have the time
Usual walk to places I need to
Most places I go are either within walking distance, or too far to cycle so I drive. The bicycle needs
maintenance so I tend to ignore it.
Time
Doesn't interest me
Have moved
Am not confident to cycle on busy roads need separate but safe(especially for females) areas to cycle
Lack of opportunity
It's on my to do list but not yet a habit I have established.
broken back
Most cyclists go too fast with no care for anyone else
Not happy with the amount spent on a particular exercise activity and the changes to roads as a
result. Too much rate payer money spent for this activity without consultation with home owners re
narrowing of roads.
Disabled
Newcastle is a death trap for cycling
Have kids in tow, too hard to keep them safe.

Table 10: Why not used CRC and/or CRS - open ended responses

Why not used CRC and/or CRS - Other, please specify
We use the annual drop events organised at the Tighes Hill TAFE for disposing of paints or other
items.
Haven't needed too
you have to drive to them, and cars are pollution themselves
Have used the drop off setups when they are available, usually at TAFE carpark
I live in an apartment and have no car
there should be facilities (bins etc.) to leave this waste for pickup by council at strategic locations or
an extra bin for high rise apartment blocks. In Finland they have these around high rise apartment
complexes
I also don’t have a car so it is difficult
no need to
there is no encouragement by Council to use transfer stations around the city, and very little
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information about places other than Summerhill. The lack of places to take domestic oils is particularly
regrettable.
too far and too expensive
not in Newcastle when event occurs
I just haven't
Haven't needed yet but will use them
Previously had to pay
I don't have transport / car
I use the annual drop off
Do not live in Newcastle area
I am on a walker and my wife is elderly so accessing CRS is impossible. We therefore use the yellow
bin and unfortunately forfeit our bottle deposit.
Don't have transport to use recycling centre
rarely have this waste
Not in LGA
Hard to transport to tip, and not enough regular community disposal days, and when there are
community disposal days, they are not well publicized and I usually find out about them after they
have occurred.
Haven't disposed of chemicals for more than 5 years or ewaste for about the same time
I don't know what items are accepted and when I can drop them off.
Will be using facilities soon
getting around to it.
Just haven’t got around to it
Too far from Newcastle
Been in the area only several months. Don’t know how it works.
Not interested
Not long moved into LGA
I do most of my recycling through the uni.
use recycling bin (batteries, light globes) at Lake Macquarie Libraries
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